2011 hyundai elantra

All were fine cars, but in terms of value and the entire package, I was left wondering why anyone
would buy a Civic. I now have purchased and driven the Elantra for over miles. It handles well,
have not noticed the road noise some folks mention, and my gas mileage has exceeded
expectations I do a great deal of highway travel, and average between 43 and 46 MPG. The
interior feels about the same size as my old BMW I. Just bought a Elantra on the 23rd of
December. It is my wife's car - she traded in a Civic Coupe we've had 5 Hondas. This is our 1st
Hyundai, and it is very impressive. It has safety features only available on top level Hondas, it
looks great, is comfy has features I never would have dreamed of for 18K. But the new Focus
seems like it will never be released, Civic apparently won't be redesigned for another year, and
frankly, the Accord - as good as it is - is too big, and doesn't do it for me style wise except for
the coupe. I sold Hondas and Fords, and like both companies. I never saw a Hyundai in my
future, or my driveway. That has definitely changed. This is a truly nice automobile, loaded with
features, my wife loves it. It is safe, efficient, a smooth driver and a good looker. Look out, I
think I'm hooked. Just got my Elantra limited, with Nav, blutooth,back-up camera, heated leather
seats front and back I love it! It is a beautiful car, everyone who see's it loves it Did I say the car
is beautiful?! I recently went to Pensacola Florida. I rented a mid size Car. When I went to pick it
up I thought they gave me the wrong car. It was sleek and very stylish. I am a 6'1" man about
lbs. I could not believe I had enough head room and the seat was sturdy and felt very
comfortable. The cars not perfect but it's close. I then drove from Pensecola to Tallahasse and
got 42 miles per gallon. I did all kinds of milage comparisions while I had the car for a week. In
general it gets 32mpg mixed driving. At 75 mph hwy it gets about mpg. I drove a 17 mile stretch
of flat road and it aveaged 55mpg. I was driving a Mazda RX Now I bought a new Elantra for 18, I
would have paid more! I just bought Elantra a month ago. So far, this car is great. The standard
features that come with the car is just fantastic. It's a sport sedan good looking car by far in the
market. I was amazed when i first went to the dealer and sit in the car. The interior is great
Before i decided to buy Elantra, I went to see and did some research Mazda3 is a very good
looking car, best interior, but MPG didn't really do it for me. Corolla is not an exciting car what
so ever and still use the drum brakes the back wheels. Honda is just way too expensive for the
smallest compact car. It's my first time buying Hyundai and I love it. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Elantra. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Elantra model: All Elantra models Limited 4dr Sedan 1. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros appearance interior comfort value spaciousness seats
safety ride quality technology infotainment system oil. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Elantras for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Elantra. Sign Up. According to the Elantra
lawsuit settlement, Hyundai decided to settle the class action to avoid further litigation and the
cost associated with fighting the case. The automaker says it denies all the allegations, denies
all liability and says there is nothing defective about the vehicles. The Elantra engine lawsuit
was originally dismissed, but the judge allowed the plaintiffs to amend and refile the class
action. The Hyundai Elantra class action lawsuit alleges the piston assemblies cause knocking
and ticking noises that eventually lead to engine block damage, oil sludge and engine failure.
Those ticking sounds are also known as piston slap which occurs when there is too much of a
gap between the piston and the outer cylinder. The plaintiffs claim piston slap typically occurs
when the engine is cold due to a piston head that isn't secured in the cylinder. This allows the
piston edges to collide with the cylinder wall. According to the proposed Elantra lawsuit
settlement, an eligible customer might receive an extended powertrain warranty based on where
the car was registered. The warranty extension covers the short block assembly which includes
the engine block, crankshaft, connecting rods and pistons, but only if the damage is
accompanied by a piston slap noise in the upper end of the engine. In order to qualify for an
automatic warranty extension, you must have your Elantra registered in one of the following
cold weather states:. If you reside in a state that is not a cold weather state, you must submit a
claim form to receive the warranty extension, and you must satisfy one of the following
conditions:. Exceptional neglect means a failure to change the engine oil for at least
consecutive days or 15, miles. Hyundai may ask the owner to furnish maintenance records to
demonstrate the time and mileage between oil changes. Money you spent on certain Elantra
repairs may be reimbursed in full according to the below conditions. For cars registered in cold
weather states, you must submit your claim form no later than 70 days after the final approval
order provided that you submit a completed form that contains proof of the repair expense for a
qualifying repair and Hyundai does not argue there was exceptional neglect. For cars not
registered in cold weather states, you must submit your claim form no later than 70 days after
the final approval order provided that you submit a completed form that contains proof of the
repair expense for a qualifying repair and Hyundai does not argue there was exceptional
neglect. For non-cold weather states, the claim must contain documentary proof of one of the

following conditions:. Money you spent on rental cars, towing services and other out-of-pocket
expenses reasonably related to obtaining a qualifying repair for an Elantra will also be
reimbursed in full based on the following requirements:. The Hyundai Elantra lawsuit settlement
was filed in the U. Hyundai Motor America, et al. Hyundai engine lawsuit settlement may provide
extended warranties and reimbursements. If you reside in a state that is not a cold weather
state, you must submit a claim form to receive the warranty extension, and you must satisfy one
of the following conditions: After the notice date, you register your Elantra in a cold weather
state for at least six months. The Elantra was previously registered in one of the cold weather
states. You must prove substantial prior cold weather usage for a period of at least 90
consecutive days during the months of November to March during which the Elantra was
located in a place where it was exposed to at least 50 cumulative days of temperatures at or
below 32 degrees Fahrenheit in that location during that period. You provide a heightened proof
submission with parts, photographs or other evidence that clearly prove the engine problem is
directly related to the piston scuffing-type defect alleged in the class action. Reimbursement for
Past Repairs Money you spent on certain Elantra repairs may be reimbursed in full according to
the below conditions. For non-cold weather states, the claim must contain documentary proof
of one of the following conditions: The Elantra was previously registered in a cold weather
state. The Elantra was previously subjected to substantial prior cold weather usage for a period
of at least 90 consecutive days during the months of November to March during which the car
was located in a place where it was exposed to at least 50 cumulative days of temperatures at or
below 32 degrees Fahrenheit in that location during that period. Demonstrates to a degree of
heightened proof parts, photographs or other evidence that clearly substantiates the engine
problem was directly related to the piston-scuffing defect alleged in the lawsuit. Reimbursement
for Rental Cars, Towing Money you spent on rental cars, towing services and other
out-of-pocket expenses reasonably related to obtaining a qualifying repair for an Elantra will
also be reimbursed in full based on the following requirements: The claim form contains proof
of repair-related expense for a qualifying expense. The claim contains a proof of repair expense
that reflects a qualifying repair performed within 30 days of the incurred rental car or towing
expense. The claim must be submitted within 70 days after the final approval order or the date
on which the expense is incurred. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine
and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Powered by an efficient 1. Our Front Wheel Drive can get
near 40mpg on the open road. Once inside the GLS interior, you will be impressed with such
features as power door locks and windows, cruise control, air conditioning, remote keyless
entry, a tilt steering wheel, and comfortable premium cloth seats. Our 6-speaker audio system
features a CD player and MP3. With six airbags, vehicle stability management, and anti-lock
brakes, the Hyundai Elantra has been named a top safety pick by the IIHS. With enough
authentic style and phenomenal efficiency to please the harshest of critics, the Elantra has
taken not only the compact class but the whole world by storm! Print this page and call us Now
We have you covered! Known as the 'King of Credit', we are able to finance any customer who
is interested in purchasing from CarWorld. We help customers like no other dealership! We
discount prices, never quality! And remember, if we can't do it, nobody can! Don't wait until
ticket prices go up! Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday
to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test
drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic
transmission and Gas I4 1. Comes equipped with: Air Conditioning, MP3. Audio Input. Together,
this Front Wheel Drive team, not only makes the drive entertaining and enjoyable, but they also
provide near 40mpg on the open road. As you approach this Elantra Limited, you will
immediately notice the sleek and curvy design, alluring alloy wheels, fog lights, and black
chrome grille. Once inside the Limited interior, you will be impressed with such features as the
massive power sunroof, power door locks and windows, remote keyless entry, a tilt steering
wheel, and luxurious heated leather seats. Any questions please call and ask to speak with one
of our professional and courteous sales people. Feel free to reach out to me Used Car Manager
T. Ketchem directly call, text, or email at tketchem driveclassic. With questions please call or
email us or just stop by for a test drive. All of our vehicles pass safety and mechanical
inspection prior to sale! We offer a free Carfax report with every vehicle that we sell, free airport
pick-ups for out of state buyers, Financing with low rates for pre-approval please visit It is
equipped with a Automatic transmission. It is offered with a Service Contract available. No
Salvage, Flood or Rebuilt Titles! See dealer for details. Due to the possibility of 3rd party errors
or omissions, dealership is not liable for the accuracy of information in listing. New Price!
Before any Pre-Owned vehicle is offered for sale at Liberty Hyundai, it goes through a complete
point inspection by our technicians. Certification charges are additional on Hyundai Certified
vehicles and vary depending on chosen level of coverage. Recent Arrival! Schlossmann Subaru

City of Milwaukee in Milwaukee, WI treats the needs of each individual customer with paramount
concern. We know that you have high expectations, and as a car dealer we enjoy the challenge
of meeting and exceeding those standards each and every time. Allow us to demonstrate our
commitment to excellence! Our experienced sales staff is eager to share its knowledge and
enthusiasm with you. We encourage you to browse our online inventory, schedule a test drive
and investigate financing options. You can also request more information about a vehicle using
our online form or by calling This fun to drive vehicle is 4CYL, 1. Come on down to our W Colfax
Ave, Lakewood location today to test drive and make an offer on your next vehicle. We are
family owned and operated business for over 25 years with multiple locations across Colorado.
Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at our Lakewood Location Best of all
the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. Runs and drives top notch and ready to turn key and go. Loaded with
power options and keyless entry alarm tilt wheel and cruise control. Inexpensive to operate.
Great looking vehicle that has been a pride-of-ownership garaged car since new. None will
compare to this condition. Stock We are a Carfax Advantage dealer. Carfax certified with
buyback guarantee. Has just gone through pre-sale inspection smog safety and certification.
Call directly between 10am and pm Monday through Saturday in Escondido at We are located at
West 3rd. Ave Escondido Ca. We are happy to answer any questions you may have. We are a
family-run business and have been owner-operated for over 30 years. You are purchasing this
vehicle from a licensed bonded source with the assurance of a full mechanical inspection smog
check and certification upon delivery! This is not a risky private-party purchase without
recourse. You can meet the owner directly have peace of mind and the assurance of a physical
presence. Check the rest of inventory online at Prices and payments including the amount down
payment do not include tax titles tags documentation charges emissions testing charges or
other fees required by law or lending organizations. All vehicle specifications prices and
equipment are subject to change without notice. Very low rates available and 72 Month term O.
Bad Credit OK! Trades are welcome. Many forms of payment are available. A purchaser is
welcome to check out our vehicles as much as they like onsite. Our last test drive is at and we
close at Monday-Saturday unless otherwise scheduled with sales. Our Hyundai comes to you in
a Silver exterior color with a Gray interior. This Hyundai is a owner. This Hyundai Elantra has
been well taken care of for the year and the miles. Be the talk of the town when driving this
Hyundai that has a 1. We have product specialists here ready to help you find the right vehicle
for you. Call to schedule your hassle free test drive today. Visit our website at Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 6, Hatchback 10 Station Wagon 1. Engine Type Gas 3,
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 6, Cylinders 4 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. New
Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 6, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. All were fine
cars, but in terms of value and the entire package, I was left wondering why anyone would buy a
Civic. I now have purchased and driven the Elantra for over miles. It handles well, have not
noticed the road noise some folks mention, and my gas mileage has exceeded expectations I do
a great deal of highway travel, and average between 43 and 46 MPG. The interior feels about the
same size as my old BMW I. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Joe Rau is a very helpful sale person and easy to
talk to. Seems very knowledgeable of the accessibility of various vehicles, their options and
inventory at other dealers. Han Lee was quick to respond. He was flexible and answered all our
questions. His price was fair and we bought from him because he was easy to work with and we
felt comfortable. I was buying this for my daughter for school and I had to return to the
mainland. He worked with her to bring it back in to fix a couple of small items that we talked
about before buying. It was an easy relaxed process with him and I suggest using him if you like
a vehicle on his lot. I live on another island and just started my search online this date. I
appreciate the service I got this same day. Mahalo nui loa. The Sales associate contacted me
right away to made an appointment to test drive the car. Drew is doing a great job!!! The XT6
that I inquired about, he gave a great explanation of. I am still trying to decide what to get. I
drove 6 hours to buy a CT6. Once I arrived, the staff meet me with open arms, and made me feel
like they appreciated my business. The staff was excellent and the paperwork was prepared and
ready when I picked up the vehicle. I would recommend this dealership to family and friends. I
drove the vehicle and noticed that is pulled to the right. They corrected the issue and I
purchased the car. The people were all friendly and professional. I highly recommend this
dealer. I have to say things went well. Becky treated me with all respect no problems at all..

Hopefully will have this truck for many years, the inside is in excellent condition. The sales
people are not pushy at all. Pleasure to deal with. Excellant recieved email next day i was shock
but happy the saleman was a true honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never
spoke to anyone because i didnt return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my
inquiry. Question their integrity. Made an appointment with a sales person for the next day 25
miles from my house Everyone was very helpful and very good at communicating throughout
the entire process. Love my ride!! A snazzy new look, a few more horses, even better fuel
economy, and one of the best warranties available combine to transform the Hyundai Elantra
from wishy-washy to wow! The Elantra's cramped rear seat, noisy cabin, and a tendency toward
lazy downshifts in the six-speed auto-manual transmission blemish an otherwise well-wrought
compact sedan. More horsepower, some of the best mileage figures in its class, added standard
features, and a whole new look have consumers and competitors alike sitting up and taking
notice. Hyundai has changed everything about the Elantra compact sedan. Uncomfortably
aware of image problems with this value-laden four-door, the Korean automaker gave it a new
look, a new drivetrain, and a bunch of upgraded standard features, resulting in a car that looks
good and cooks under the hood. The old slab-sided shoebox has been replaced with more
eye-catching sweeps and swoops and a new grille, as well as a racy new headlight and taillight
design. Additionally, a 1. Finally, two six-speed transmissions, a manual and an auto-manual,
with a corresponding improvement in fuel economy, replace the anachronistic four- and
five-speed shifters of yore. To top things off, both trims are available with state-mandated
partial zero-emissions vehicle PZEV status where applicable. While both trims offer the
up-powered I4, the GLS is available in either the lower-end stick-shift version or with the
upgraded auto-manual configuration. The Limited, on the other hand, comes standard with the
auto-manual transmission and a few other perks, like leather, a power sunroof, and
turn-signal-integrated mirrors. Featuring loads of standard gadgets, comforts, and
techno-goodies, the Elantra, especially when equipped with the auto-manual transmission, is
now roomier, plusher, and more passenger-friendly than ever. Both trims increase the already
fairly sizeable trunk space to The consensus among reviewers is that the all-new Elantra could
be among the best of a pretty fair lot, a position that Hyundai could only envy from afar in years
past. Standard power for all Elantra trims comes from a 1. With either transmission, expect hp at
6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. The auto-manual shifter is available on the GLS, essentially
turning it into a mid-level trim, with several significant standard creature comforts added in.
Meantime, the PZEV-equipped Elantra trims sacrifice a few horses to meet stricter emissions
standards. The six-speed auto-manual is considered reasonably silky and alert by virtually all
reviewers, though several note that a goodly amount of pedal push is needed for proper
downshifting when passing in the automatic mode. The result is a bit less body lean in tight
cornering, more driver confidence on the highway, and an almost sporty feel to the commute.
Supplemented by inch steel wheels on the base stick-shift GLS, inch wheels on the
auto-manual-equipped GLS, and inch alloy wheels on the flagship Limited, both trims boast a
four-wheel independent suspension with MacPherson front struts, front and rear stabilizer bars,
and a torsion beam rear suspension. Reviewers note that steering can be a bit logy, with the
electronic power steering providing less feedback than might be desired on the highway.
Low-speed maneuvering, according to a few reviewers, also requires a tad more effort than in
most sedans in this class. All in all, however, reviewers find handling characteristics to be more
than adequate for everyday travel, with some going so far as to describe the Elantra as a kick to
drive. The and inch tires standard on the GLS trims are, with their higher sidewalls, considered
by reviewers to be more forgiving of uneven pavement than the inch rubber standard with the
Limited. Braking, meanwhile, is described by nearly all reviewers as strong and true, with no
pedal anomalies. Among the improvements to the redesigned Elantra is an upsized cabin that
provides just a tad more passenger room and cabin storage. The base GLS with manual
transmission includes such standard amenities as premium cloth upholstery, remote power
door locks, power windows, power-adjustable heated exterior mirrors, and tilt-wheel steering,
as well as front and overhead consoles, each with generous storage. Opting for the GLS with
six-speed auto-manual transmission gains standard air conditioning, cruise control, and
telescoping tilt-wheel steering. Entertainment across the lineup consists of a single-CD player
with watts of power and six speakers, along with a USB connection for additional music
storage. The Limited, meantime, adds standard inch alloy wheels and a power glass sunroof to
this list, as well as standard leather upholstery, multi-level heated front seats, and Bluetooth
hands-free communications technology. The upper-tier GLS and top-shelf Limited, meanwhile,
offer the available Preferred Equipment Package with voice-activated DVD navigation, rearview
camera, carpeted floor mats, and watts of audio oomph. Further, the auto-manual-equipped GLS
is available with inch alloy wheels and Bluetooth technology, with the Limited offering optional

push-button start and a heated second-row seat. Though interior materials remain at a level
compatible with its price range, this reworked sedan has improved cabin build quality to the
point where even its not-quite-posh materials look good, and enough soft touches are added to
significantly mitigate what was once a distinctly low-budget interior. Gauges and controls,
meanwhile, are noted by reviewers as easy to read and well-located, with the redesigned center
stack garnering added kudos in several reviews. Standard safety equipment for the Elantra
reflects its reputation as a family-oriented four-door. Standard four-wheel disc ABS with
emergency braking assist and electronic brakeforce distribution has been supplemented by
traction and stability control across the lineup. Meanwhile this compact sedan continues to
feature standard dual front side-mounted airbags, front and rear head airbags, front head
restraint whiplash protection, daytime running lights, and a remote anti-theft alarm. Though
conceding that the all-new Elantra is still noisy and still a bit cramped in the second row,
owners, by and large, consider its cosmetic makeover a complete success. A few owners are
concerned with overall build quality, noting various glitches and gremlins in performance and
cabin accoutrements. Overall, owner comments are overwhelmingly positive regarding this
re-tooled compact four-door. Handling, looks, plenty of standard features, and a boatload of
value all combine to make the Hyundai Elantra a winner in the minds of most owners. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Hyundai Elantra listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. Image Not Available. CarGurus
User. Authorized Hyundai Dealer. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2000 lincoln ls repair manual
1974 ford f150 4x4
atwood rv water heater parts diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

